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Introduction
In one of the sources of Western Europe of the beginning of the 11th century – the Quedlinburg Annals – next to the year 1009 there is a statement about the Christian mission of Saint Bruno of Querfurt in confinio Rusciæ et Lituae that came to a tragic end. In this way the name of Lithuania was mentioned for the first time. A thousand years later, in 2009, Catholic Europe commemorated the thousandth anniversary of the death of this Saint, and Lithuania commemorated its Millennium. This Millennium made the investigations into historiography of Bruno’s life and martyrdom more active. Publications represented the variety of the theme of Saint Bruno Boniface of Querfurt and the year 1009 (e.g., investigations into the issue of the cult of Saint Bruno in Lithuania have been carried out in Lithuania for the first time, the wide-spread known painterly narration of the story of the Saint in Europe – the cycle of frescos in Pažaislis, was revealed), on the other hand, they brought to light the intricacy and the problematic nature of the sources of information of St Bruno’s life and his martyrdom, the themes, which require a new attitude to the existing investigations or on the whole a new investigation crystallised. Thus far there has been no unanimous opinion in historiography about where and when Saint Bruno was killed, the historians are still trying to find the exact place of his death and the number of the suggested places is really large. Even more, it can be stated that the conception of the geographical average location that appeared at the beginning of the 20th century (that is, the commemoration of the 900th death anniversary of Saint Bruno) became established at the beginning of the 21st century together with a continuous disregard of the Annals of Quedlinburg. That conception took over the border (the border of Prussia, Russia and Lithuania) of the Annals of Quedlinburg and the Thietmar of Merseburg’s Chronicle that was made very complicated in the Annals of Magdeburg in the 12th century and found the Yotvingians in it. The scientific “case” of Saint Bruno revealed the fact that putting claims to be called a Catholic nation, we retain pagan historical self-awareness. We have Saint Bruno Boniface, Nethimer and Zebenden streets in Vilnius. We are indignant at Saint Bruno’s traitor Nethimer (though he also sometimes “suits”), extol the Saint’s murderer Zebeden, and remember the year 1009 on St Valentine’s Day.
Hence, it is the controversies of historiography of Saint Bruno of Querfurt and his last mission, as well as the context of historical memory, that determine the **relevance of the investigation**, and *modus operandi* of this theme is the whole analysis of the sources of the life and death cycle of Saint Bruno of Querfurt and the inclusion of the issue of knowledge of this Saint into our investigation.

**The subject of the investigation and formulation of the theme**

This work is devoted to Saint Bruno of Querfurt and his last mission in 1009. The investigation is concerned exceptionally with the sources analysis therefore the subject of the investigation is various sources presenting different and even contradictory information about Saint Bruno of Querfurt, his life and his death of a martyr in 1009. We can say that it is the sources of Bruno’s life and martyrdom rather than the Saint of Querfurt that are main characters for us. In those sources the missionary is referred to by different names, in the simultaneous sources and the sources that took them over alone at least seven versions of his death (*locus martyrii*) are presented, several dates of his death (*data martyrii*) are indicated.

The chosen course of the investigation (and the structure of the thesis) is somewhat unconventional: from the issue of knowing Saint Bruno (distinguishing three traditions – *Camaldolese, Benedictine* and *local* (Querfurt) – which referred to that Saint by different names and presented different *locus martyrii*, as a result of which separate names of St Bruno and St Boniface appeared and became established in the second half the 16th – in the 18th centuries) the investigation moves towards studying the simultaneous sources and the sources close to them focusing attention on two important issues – the issues of the hagiographic legend of Saint Bruno of Querfurt and the *locus et data martyrii* of that Saint.

Thereby this choice, on the one hand, it was sought to show knowledge of Saint Bruno and the year 1009 from the Middle Ages to the present day, and on the other hand, to investigate some problems of the sources analysis, which we try to resolve by analysing the simultaneous sources of Saint Bruno’s life and martyrdom and those close to them.
Review of the sources

Having introduced the issue of knowledge into the theme of St Bruno of Querfurt and his mission in the year 1009, the chosen field of the investigation determined a much wider range of the sources in both a chronological and thematic sense than it is traditionally accepted when studying the life of St Bruno of Querfurt and his last mission. At the same time, what has been historiography for many researchers thus far, in our investigation has become sources, which allow one or another kind of knowledge of this missionary and the year 1009 to be revealed.

The starting point for the investigation was the 2006 collection of almost thirty texts of the sources on the life and martyrdom St Bruno of Querfurt scientifically registered (1009 metai: šv. Brunono Kverfurtiečio misija = A. d. 1009: missio s. Brunonis Querfordensis, ed. I. Leonavičiūtė (Fontes ecclesiastici historiae Lithuaniae, 5). Vilnius, 2006), in which life and martyrdom of St Bruno of Querfurt chronologically covering the period between the 11th and the 16th centuries is recorded and described. This is Cronicon ex chronicis of the 12th century English monk John of Worcester, the Annals written by St Albans in Mainz (published as Wurtsburg Chronicle in the 18th century), the Annals of Disibodenberg of the turn of the 12th and the 13th centuries (which functioned from editio princeps to editio critica as the Chronicle of Marianus Scotus of Mainz, Chronicles of the 13th century of the York Benedictine Walter of Coventry, Burchard of Ursberg (that compiled the Chronicle of Frutolf / Ekkehard and became a canonical source in the 16th–17th centuries), the Chronicles of the French Cistercian monk Helinand of Froidmont and the story of the city created in Magdeburg in the 14th century referred to as Schöppenchronik. All these sources were of great importance to the issue of knowledge of St Bruno of Querfurt and provided the opportunity to understand better and to elaborate taking over and spreading of information about the missionary in the Middle Ages.

The unpublished sources were also used in this work. The narrative about the life and martyrdom of St Bruno of Querfurt written in the German language that has survived in two manuscripts of the 15th century, which are stored in the Library of the city of Dessau, are to be singled out. We traced the existence of these unpublished manuscripts in the collection of
2006, and the narrative of Dessau was discussed in more detail for the first time in the article of Ulrich Real in 2009. The Florence manuscript of the occasional sermon *Sermo de s. Romualdo* (1430) created by John-Jerome of Prague, which supplemented the old publication of *Acta Sanctorum* and was put into scientific circulation for the first time in the present work is also significant. The fact that every access even to the unpublished manuscript source about the life and martyrdom of St Bruno of Querfurt was of great importance should be accentuated. We have in mind here the fact that more than one manuscript is “joined” into a single text even in critical publications of the sources, and it is quite often that not all the differences in the manuscripts are marked. Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish the primary text from its interpretation, and the records made by different hands and at a different time are distinguished wrongly. One more drawback of these publications that has been noticed is updating and modernising the dating systems used in the manuscripts. Besides, the publications of the sources often contain wrong facts of reading the manuscript.

Moving on to the discussion of the late sources of St Bruno of Querfurt and his mission in 1009 in the problem of knowledge, the first editions of the sources about the life and martyrdom of St Bruno of Querfurt served as sources in this work. Publications of the sources recording the life and martyrdom of this Saint provided broader opportunities for using and interpreting information. However, at the same time these publications served as a source in analysing sources problems in the second part. Here we have in mind those cases in particular, when the manuscript of the publicised source of the 16th–17th centuries failed to reach the present-day.

Hagiographic and liturgical publications should be distinguished in the theme of knowledge from among the late sources about St Bruno-Boniface and his last mission. First of all, these are catalogues and calendars of the life of the Saints. Some of them, published in Western Europe, provided information about St Boniface, that is, the *Camaldolese* tradition (e.g., Petrus de Natalibus, Aloisius Lippomano, Laurentius Surius collections), and in the second half of the 16th century, after the Saint was doubled, about the two Saints – Boniface and Bruno (e.g., Arnold Wion, Filippo Ferrari, Gabriel Bucelin, Aegidius Ranbek).
Publications of this nature were main sources in investigating the issue of knowledge of Saints Bruno and Boniface in the Polish-Lithuanian State (Piotr Skarga, Piotr Hiacynth Pruszcz, Florian Jaroszewicz, Karol Andrzejowski), when in a chronicle tradition that was based on Jan Długosz, no information about this saint was available. In the 16th century different martyrologies published (Martyrilogium Usuardi (1515), St Peter Canisius, Francesco Maurolico, Pietro Gallesinio, Roman Martyrology) enabled the analysis of the issue of the holiday of St Boniface to be analysed. Different liturgical books help discuss the liturgical aspect in the Polish-Lithuanian State and Prussia. Historical works of the 16th–18th centuries formed a large block of sources. These would range from the stories of the Camaldolese and Benedictines (e.g., Augustinus Florentinus, Antonio de Yepes) to general synthesises of the history of the Church (e.g., Albert Krantz, Caspar Hedio, Magdeburg Centuries, Cesare Baronio, Silvestro Maurolico), from different countries and regions (e.g., Nicholaus Glassberger, Paul Lang, Jan Leo, Christoph Hartknoch) to the World Chronicles or histories (e.g., Antoninus of Florence, Johann Staindl, Juan de Pineda, Philippe Labbe), different bibliographical catalogues (Johannes Trithemius, Conrad Gessner), which were used to reveal the hagiographic tradition of the Camaldolese or the chronicle tradition of the Benedictines.

**Characteristic of source analysis**

A separate chapter (Controversies of the Place of Death of St Bruno in Historiography) in this work is devoted to historiographical conceptions of localisation of the last mission of St Bruno of Querfurt in which we shall concentrate our attention on historiography analysing sources analysis problems of the sources of this Saint and the year 1009.

The ad fontes principle that was established in the 19th century brought us not only to the searches for new manuscripts and publications of critical sources but also to the studies of sources analysis. These three positions correlated with one another. The journal Archiv der Gesellschaft für ältere deutsche Geschichtskunde (today published under the title Deutsches Archiv für Erforschung des Mittelalters) and the collection of sources in many volumes Monumenta Germaniae Historica were started to be published. The number of sources of St
Bruno’s life and death cycle published throughout the entire 20th century exceeds 20, including 9 ones published for the first time. Each new publication of the source was followed not only by detailed introductions but also by the studies of source analysis. All that created a package of a certain source, which was worth studying as a whole. The works by George Waitz, George Heinrich Pertz, Friedrich Kurze are to be singled out. In the first half of the 20th century Robert Holtzmann did not only prepare the publication of the Thietman Merseburg’s Chronicle supplemented with the Brussels Manuscript but also devoted a detailed study to the Annals of Quedlinburg. The studies devoted to the Magdeburg sources in the first half of the 20th century deserve special mention. There the identification of Saxon annalist with the Abbot Arnold of Berge and Ninburg brought out by Rudolf Siebert at the end of the 19th century was analysed in many works. Bernhard Schmeidler continued this identification further in his studies – the Abbot Arnold was not only the author of the afore-mentioned chronicle but also the author of editing the Annals of Ninburg (Berge) that have not survived, Deeds of Archbishops of Magdeburg and the Magdeburg Annals. These investigations carried out by Bernhard Schmeidler were taken over by the historians. In these days Klaus Nass who did not only prepare a new edition of the Chronicle but who also wrote a solid study accompanying it in which the analysis of the sources of Annalista Saxo is presented, the Ninburg Annals are reconstructed in which the Annals of Quedlinburg and the Thietmar Chronicle were compiled, doubted the identification of Annalista Saxo with Arnold. Martina Giese who made a new publication of the Annals of Quedlinburg with an exhaustive study of the source analysis specifying the sources of taking over the annals, continues these works. Works by Heinrich Gisbert Voigt and Heinrich Kauffmann devoted to the issue of St Bruno’s hagiographic legend deserve mention too, and in the second half of the 20th century the investigations into the Frutolf / Ekkehard Chronicle carried out by Franz Josef Schmale and Irene Schmale-Otto (with the new publication of the source) and articles by Stefan Pötzold devoted to the Foundation of Querfurt are to be singled out among all others. Mireille Schmidt-Chazan studied the Chronicle of Sigebert of Gembloux with an original system of dating. Alongside it, studies conducted by Anna-Dorothee von den Brincken devoted to Medieval
computistics should also be mentioned. Works by the German Karl Ferdinand Werner and Englishman Richard Landes are distinguished in the investigation into the Chronicle of Ademar of Chabannes. *The World Chronicle* by Marianus Scotus of Mainz was studied in a detailed and complex way in 2009. This is the study of source analysis by the Polish researcher Wojciech Baran-Kozłowski.

In characterising the works by Lithuanian historians, the works by Edvardas Gudavičius deserve mention in which a detailed analysis of the life and death cycle of St Bruno is presented in Lithuanian historiography for the first time (“Los caprichos. Du tūkstantis devintieji”, the book has been submitted to be published; the articles devoted to the Thietmar Merseburg’s *Chronicle* (using the Dresden manuscript in the analysis), to the problem of St Bruno Boniface hagiographic legend and the issue of the border). Also, the works by Darius Baronas who treated the narrative of Peter Damiani’s *Life of St Romuald* in a different way, and the work by Marius Ščavinskas who saw the activity of St Bruno within the context of the Christian missions are also deserve mention.

**The problem, the objective and the tasks of the investigation.**

During the investigation the source base was extended, the investigation did not limit itself to the *traditional* sources alone, that is, the analysis of simultaneous sources and sources close to them; the latest works about the life and martyrdom of St Bruno were also included in the investigation. Therefore the *problem* of the investigation could be defined by the following question: in what way, at one or another time certain *canonical* treatments were reached, which had an impact on both old and modern historiography, how can these problems be solved anew by “revising” the sources of St Bruno’s life and martyrdom cycle by the source analysis.

The *objective* of the present investigation is to carry out a comprehensive study of the sources (in a broad sense of a word) of St Bruno Boniface life and death and through their interpretation, comparison and analysis to present one or another former, present (and / or possible) image of St Bruno and the year 1009.
To achieve the main objective of the investigation the following tasks have been set: 1) to establish a spread of knowledge of St Bruno and his mission in the Middle and Modern Ages by singling out certain traditions of knowledge; 2) to analyse knowledge of St Bruno’s last mission in a geographical space within the context of distinguished traditions (in the Polish-Lithuanian State and Prussia); 3) to present controversies of the place of St Bruno’s death in historiography by discussing the formed geographical conceptions of the 1009 mission; 4) to analyse from the point of view of sources analysis the sources about St Bruno of Querfurt’s hagiographical legend; 5) to investigate versions of St Bruno’s locus et data martyrii.

**Research methods**

The following research methods have been employed and combined in the thesis: empirical, methods of analysis, comparison and synthesis, interpretative, of critical description. The *empirical method* was employed in selecting and classifying the collected sources about the life and martyrdom of St Bruno. Since the investigation is based on the data of the sources, the most important methods applied were methods of *source analysis, comparison and synthesis*, which were taken as a basis in discussing, analysing, and assessing the sources about the life and martyrdom of St Bruno. This enabled the phenomena of the spread and prevalence of the texts to be established. To generalize the results obtained the *interpretative* method was used. In discussing the spread of knowledge of St Bruno in Europe the method of *description* was employed.

**Novelty of the investigation**

The present work is the first attempt to investigate the sources about St Bruno and his 1009 mission in a complex way (in a broad sense). The late sources about the life and martyrdom of St Bruno were studied systematically and in detail for the first time. This detailed synthetic analysis of knowledge of the Saint and his last mission has been carried out neither in Lithuanian nor in the whole of historiography on the whole. Thus far this issue has been touched upon only in short accentuating “forgetfulness”, doubling of the Saint in
the works by Caesar Baronius and overcoming this phenomenon in the work *Acta Sanctorum* by Conrad Janning publicised in 1715. All these statements are being corrected in the present work. Broader studies were devoted to the issue of knowledge of St Bruno in the Polish-Lithuanian State and Prussia (L. Jovaiša, J. Nastalska, W. Nowak). However, the fact of taking over the texts of Western Europe and even their compilation were disregarded there.

Also, this theme has been supplemented with new unpublished manuscripts, which were not included in a scientific circulation and were not analysed in historiography. It can also be said here that the manuscripts of the published sources were made use of, which has not been done in historiography of the life and martyrdom of St Bruno in Lithuania (and not only in it) (with the exception of Edvardas Gudavičius’ study of the Dresden manuscript of the Thietman Chronicle).

**Short content of the dissertation**

The work consists of two parts, the conclusions, references and annexes.

**I. THE “CASE” OF KNOWLEDGE OF ST BRUNO AND HIS 1009 MISSION**

This part of the work is devoted to the issue of knowledge of St Bruno Boniface of Querfurt discussing him through the singled out traditions. Conditionally three traditions of knowledge of the Saint are singled out: *Camaldolese*, which knew this Saint by the name Boniface, *Benedectine* and *local* or Querfurt, which presented him to Europe under the name of Bruno.

In the *Camaldolese theory of knowledge* St Boniface, first of all, is a disciple of St Romuald. *The Life of St Romuald* was written by Peter Damian in the St Benedictine Monastery of eremites of Fonte Avellana around 1042. Chapters XXVI and XXVII discuss St Boniface (including his martyrdom). St Romuald’s disciple St Boniface can be found within the context of St Romuald’s life. From Fonte Avallana the works of Damiani first of all spread to other Camaldolese erems (monks’ houses) in Italy. In the late Middle Ages *The Life of St Romuald* got into the range of vision of the famous Italian poets *Dante Alighieri*
and Francesco Petrarca. However, they did not “notice” St Boniface yet. This disciple of St Romuald appears in Catalogus Sanctorum compiled by Petrus de Natalibus in the last third of the 14th century (published in 1493 for the first time), in which the narrative is based on Chapter XXVII of The Life of St Romuald, and Chapters XXVI and XXXIX were combined into the story of St Romuald himself. Petrus de Natalibus granted St Boniface the title of Archbishop of Bosnia and sent ad gentes bosne, followed by ad rutenorum regem. This name of the Archbishop of Bosnia remains established in the narrative of St Boniface until the first half of the 18th century. The elimination of St Adalbert plot from Damiani’s narrative leads the 15th-16th centuries to the identification of the converted Slavs and the King of Russia. In looking for St Boniface’s place in a liturgical calendar, the feast of St Romuald becomes established on 19 June.

**Benedictine theory of knowledge.** After the Frutolf / Ekkehard Chronicle had spread in the Middle Ages, in which information (in the work it is referred to as ekkehardic, according to the name of the disseminator) about St Bruno’s death of a martyr in Prussia in 1008 by cutting off his hands, legs and then the head was recorded, it became a canonical text of knowledge of this missionary for many centuries to come. Publications of the 13th century Chronicle of Burchard of Ursberg (who took the Frutolf / Ekkehard work as a model) strengthened it even more. In this century it was published nine times. This provided a much greater opportunity to make use of this world chronicle. In the 16th century the ekkehardic information was supplemented with the name of the Ruthenian Bishop introduced by Johannes Trithemius (De scriptoribus ecclesiasticis, 1494). The new of Roman Martyrology (1583) universally established this knowledge of St Bruno and his last mission. In this work the 15th of October – the “derived” translation date from the information about buying out the remains of St Bruno by the Ruler of Poland of Bolesław the Brave and the date of the death of the latter’s father, the 19 October was assigned to commemorate the Ruthenian Bishop St Bruno who preached the gospel in Prussia and met his death of a martyr there.

**Local (Querfurt) tradition.** The latter tradition of knowledge, though it correlated with the Benedictine one (that spread the ekkehardic information about the death with data et locus martyrii in 1008 in Prussia, and the way of killing was stated to have been by cutting off the
hands, legs and finally the head) can be treated as independent. It formed knowledge of St Bruno of Querfurt as the most famous representative of the family, “established” his two missions to Prussia that were followed by two Querfurt legends – nine newborn babies (Neunlingssage) and the donkey (Eselswiese). In C. Spangenberg Quernfurtleische Chronica published in 1590, when describing the death of St Bruno, the Annals of Quedlinburg (Quedlinburgische Chronica) were used. According to it, the missionary from Querfurt was killed on 9 March on the border of Russia and Lithuania together with 18 men belonging to him. That was the first known case when information about 1009 from the Annals of Quedlinburg was used. On its basis C. Spangenberg called St Bruno by the name of Boniface. However, these two discoveries by C. Spangenberg remained and exception from the general European tradition. In the very tradition of Querfurt only the date of 1009 was taken into consideration.

**St Bruno Boniface – the doubled saint.** In the second half of the 16th – at the beginning of the 18th century two saints – Boniface and Bruno lived side by side. The famous Centuriae Magdeburegeneses (Ecclesistica historia) (1567) played a very important (if not decisive) role there. A relative of Otto III St Boniface, which was tortured to death by the Russians was described in Volume X, and St Bruno killed by the Prussians was described in Volume XI. The Roman Martyrology which indicated the name Boniface on the day of 19 June and Bruno on the day of 15 October established officially the existence of the saint in two persons. This doubling was overcome at the beginning of the 18th century when the sources with “Bruno Boniface” were discovered. The first to do that was the French Benedictine Jean Mabillon in Annales Ordini s. Benedicti published in 1707.

**Knowledge of St Bruno Boniface in the geographical space of the 1009 mission.** On the basis of the singled out traditions, knowledge of St Bruno Boniface is investigated in the Polish-Lithuanian State and Prussia. Petras Skarga issued his Life of the Saints in Radvila Našlaitėlis Publishing-House in 1579 (he based his work on De probatis sanctorum by Laurentius Surius), which contained martyrdom of St Boniface killed in Russia, and the new Roman Martyrology by Szymon Nikowski was published in Krakow in 1591 in the Polish language with martyrdoms of St Bruno in Russia and the Ruthenian Bishop Bruno in
Prussia. Thus the co-existence of these two saints in this space was established. Hagiographers of the Polish-Lithuanian State either do not date martyrdom of St Boniface or record *lapses lingual* in 977, which appeared in the narrative about the last mission of the Saint given at the year 997 in Caesar Baronies *Church Annals*. The collection of the lives of the Saints *Matka Świętych Polska* (1767) by Florian Jaroszewicz corrects this mistake, which was indicated as far back as 997. As in Western Europe, the *ekkehardic* year of 1008 is indicated as the date of martyrdom of St Bruno. All three traditions are found in the Chronicle narrative of Prussia. The legend of nine newborn babies (M. Lilienthal, A. Schott) that was popular in Querfurt in the 18th century and was told in Prussia in the story of Meinhard, the thirteenth Master of Prussia, was applied to St Bruno there.

**Controversies of the place of the death of St Bruno in historiography.** Historiography of the life and martyrdom of St Bruno was formed after two Saints Bruno and Boniface had been joined into a single person and the following wide narratives had become major sources – the Thietmar Chronicles with the Prussian-Russian border and the narrative of Peter Damiani with the St Adalbert plot and Russia. *Locus martyrii* of the joint saint most often was localised in Prussia. This localisation was also substantiated by the new sources of the life and death cycle of St Bruno discovered in the 19th century – the missionary’s letters to Henry II and the narrative of Wipert. At the same time attempts were started to be made to discover a more exact place of the death of St Bruno. Alongside the eastern direction of the mission, the northern and western directions appeared. At the beginning of the 20th century, when commemorating the 900th anniversary of the death, H. G. Voigt formed a border of three etnonyms (Russia, Lithuania and Prussia) mentioned in the sources (the Annals of Quedlinburg, the Thietman Chronicles and *The Life of St Romuald* by Daminiani), which, in his opinion, most probably was Sudovia, the territory of the Yotvingians. He dates the death of St Bruno by the *Quedlinburg* conception on the 9th of March. This conception of the *geographical average* became established in historiography and dominated in it throughout the whole of the 20th century. Not a single special text devoted to the theme of St Bruno and the year 1009 was written in Soviet Lithuanian historiography until the early 80s of the 20th century. In their works the Lithuanian
historians contented themselves with the statement that the name of Lithuania was mentioned for the first time. The year 1009 was started to be treated in a different way after the article by Edvardas Gudavičius was published in 1983, which gave rise to the appearance of *Quedlinburg* conception.

**II. SOURCES OF THE LIFE AND MARTYRDOM CYCLE OF ST BRUNO: PROBLEMS OF SOURCE ANALYSIS**

This part is devoted to the problems of source analysis of St Bruno and his last mission in 1009, distinguishing two issues, namely, the versions of the hagiographic legend of St Bruno of Querfurt and *locus et data martyrii* of this Saint.

**Hagiographic legend of St Bruno of Querfurt.** Today hagiography of St Bruno Boniface of Querfurt consists of three narratives. They are the 11th century Vipert’s *Historia de praedicatione episcopi Brunonis cum suis capellanis in Pruscia, et martyrio eorum* and *The Life of St Romuald* by Peter Damiani (Chapters XXVI, XXVII) and the story of *Life and Martyrdom* of St.Bruno that formed later. The latter is conveyed in *Vita et passio S. Brunonis episcopi et martyris*, whose surviving manuscript of the 16th century is stored in the Archives of the city of Querfurt. *Passio (martyrdom)* of that narrative was published in the Halberstadt Breviary issued in Nuremberg. Also, the narrative *Des Edeln Sente Bruns von Querfurte lebin* has survived, two manuscripts of the 15th century of which are stored in the Library of the town of Dessau. It conveys the story of the life and martyrdom of St Bruno in the German language.

Special attention is focused on the problem of the ratio between the lost *Book of the Deeds (Liber gestorum)* by St Bruno and the late narratives of *The Life and Martyrdom*. Having carried out the analysis of St Bruno’s *Liber gestorum* it can be stated that there was a narrative in A wording next to the Tagino period about St Bruno Boniface who was a Canon of Magdeburg, was accepted to the King’s court, lived in an erem in Italy with the Saints Benedict and John, who received the pallium from the Pope, was ordained Archbishop of the pagans (*tribes*) by Tagino, the Archbishop of Magdeburg, and was tortured by them. The narrative about the St Bruno’s mission through Prague of Bohemia to Hungary
presented in Deeds of Archbishops of Magdeburg is the interpolation of B3 (out of it B3\textsuperscript{a}) manuscripts of the second half of the 15th century and is not related to the narrative of \textit{liber gestorum}. The narrative of \textit{The Deeds of the Bishops of Halberstadt} that has survived in the wording of the beginning of the 13th century about St Bruno is influenced by the Thietmar and Frutolf/Ekkehard Chronicles. When analysing the narratives of \textit{The Life and Martyrdom} their hypothetical relation with the narrative presented in \textit{The Life of St Romuald} by Peter Domiani about St Bruno’s martyrdom is raised.

\textbf{Versions of St Bruno’s \textit{locus et data martyrii}.} First of all, \textit{in confinio} with the year 1009 localisation is singled out paying special attention to the issues of reception of the Annals of Quedlinburg and the Thietmar Chronicle in the source of Magdeburg (Anglista Saxo, Annals of Magdeburg and \textit{The Deeds of the Bishops of Magdeburg}), which constructed the compiled border of Prussia, Russia and Lithuania. In analysing the localisation of Prussia with the year 1008, attempts were made to elucidate in what way, due to different dating systems, the year 1009 of the Chronicles of Wurtsburg turned into the year 1008 in the Frutolf/Ekkehard Chronicle.
CONCLUSIONS

In the course of the investigation three traditions of knowledge of St Bruno were studied: 1. Camaldolese, 2. Benedictine, 3. Querfurt or local.

1. The Camaldolese tradition of knowledge: 1) the Camaldolese tradition of knowledge of St Bruno Boniface formed in the 14th–16th centuries on the basis of The Life of St Romuald by Peter Damiani and St Boniface could be known through St Romuald. Therefore in the 14th–16th centuries the story of the life and martyrdom of St Boniface is combined into the life of his teacher St Romuald; 2) Catalogus sanctorum compiled by Petrus de Natalibus at the turn of the sixties-seventies of the 14th century is to be regarded as the first manuscript presenter of the story of the life and martyrdom of St Boniface, and the first published life story of this Saint is presented in the work Summa historialis, sive Chronicon by Saint Antoninus of Florence published in Nuremberg in 1484; 3) The title of the (Arch)bishop of Bosnia granted to St Boniface by Petrus de Natalibus remained established in the narrative about this Saint right to the second half of the 18th century; 4) presenters of the life of St Boniface presented The Life of St Romuald by Peter Damiani in their own words, they shortened and interpreted it. Therefore geographical interpretations of the last mission of this Saint appeared, the prevailing one being joining separate “geographical points” of Damiani into one – Russian / Russia’s – point, having eliminated the plot of St Adalbert, and having made the “converted Slavs” Russians or Russia; 5) not knowing the date of the death of St Boniface, two different days of commemorating St Boniface existed in the 16th century: the Camaldolese monks commemorated this martyr on the 4th of September, the feast of Romuald formed in the remaining part of Europe, which commemorated that event on the 19th of June. After the latter became established in the New Roman Martyrdomy (1583), the Camaldolese monks also took over the 19th of June.

2. The Benedictine tradition of knowledge: 1) in the Middle Ages the information about the death of St. Bruno from the Frutolf / Ekkehard Chronicle became the text of knowledge of St Bruno and spread universally, stating that Prussia was locus martyrii, and the year 1008 was data martyrii; the way of murdering was indicated as cutting off the hands, the legs and
finally the head; 2) the *ekkehardic* information spread in Saxony, which was the localisation of St Bruno’s death as far back as the 12th century *in conumbo* with the year 1009, in which the said way of killing was either combined or on the whole everything was changed into Prussia with the year 1008; 3) the *ekkehardic* information about St Bruno that was spread in the Middle Ages remained dominant in the 16th–17th centuries. The World Chronicle of Burchard of Ursberg (that compiled the Ekkehard Chronicle) which was the source about the life and martyrdom of St Bruno that was published the greatest number of times ensures it this role; 4) a new interpretational detail of St.Bruno’s last mission disseminated by J. Trithemius (1494) spread in the 16th century, which became established in the biography of the Saint for a long time. The missionary and martyr St.Bruno was started to be regarded as the *Ruthenian* Archbishop, who was killed in Prussia in 1008. It was universally established by the new *Roman martyrology* (1583), in which an artificial date of *transliacio* to commemorate St Bruno was created – the 15th of October.

3. The Querfurt tradition: 1) this tradition both in the Middle Ages and in modern times correlated with knowledge of the Saint that spread in the Benedictine environment in Saxony. The narrative of St. Bruno’s lost *Liber gestorum* conveyed in *The Deeds of the Bishops of Halberstadt* helped the original Querfurt tradition to occur, which revealed itself in the publications devoted to the fairs held in Querfurt, which were started to be issued in the second half of the 16th century; 2) two missions to Prussia appeared on St.Bruno’s itinerary (the Saints Benedict and John became escorts in one of them), which were “accompanied” by two legends related to Querfurt: nine children (*Neunlingssage*) and the donkey meadow (*Eselswiese*). The latter transformed itself from the legend of the donkey’s foot common in the diocese of Halberstadt in the 13th – 15th century recorded in the Deeds of the Bishops of Halberstadt and the narratives in *Life and Martyrdom*; 3) the local (Querfurt) tradition took over the *ekkehard* information disseminated by the Benedictine tradition; 4) the news of the year 1009 of the Annals of Quedlinburg was used for the first time by C. Spangenberg in *Querfurtische Chronica* published in 1590, and the Saints Bruno
and Boniface were presented as one person. However, this publication made an impact on dating of the last mission only (from the year 1008 into the year 1009).

4. The period of the existence of the doubled saint (the second half of the 16th–the beginning of the 18th century) and joining these saints into one: 1) The two saints – Boniface on the 19th of June and Bruno on the 15th of October recorded in the Roman Martyrology officially established the existence of St Bruno in two persons, which is found for the first time in Centuriae Magdeburgeneses (Ecclesiastica historia) (1567); 2) the portrait of the missions of both Saints is supplemented with new interpretations: Prussia appears from Daminiani’s plot of St Adalbert in the image of the mission of St Bruno; in testimony about St Bruno’s mission (not knowing the Annals of Quedlinburg) Lithuania, introduced by A. Wion in 1595, during the period of coexistence of two saints, becomes one of the “geographical points” of the last mission of the Saint; 3) the discovery and publication of the sources with “Bruno Boniface” gave a stimulus to join the two saints into one. The first to do that was Benedictine Jean Mabillon (1707) on the basis the manuscript of the Chronicles of the annalstsa Saxo stored in Paris.

5. Knowledge of St. Bruno Boniface in the geographical space of the 1009 mission (Poland, Lithuania, Prussia): 1) two saints taken over from Western Europe become established in the Polish-Lithuanian State. 2) Martyrdom of St Boniface is either not dated by hagiographers of the Polish-Lithuanian State or is recorded as of 977, that is, lapsus linguae that appeared in the narrative about the Saint’s last mission contained in the Church annals of Caesar Baronius. Florian Jaroszewicz (1767) corrected that mistake indicating the year 997. The data of martyrdom of St Bruno, as in Western Europe, is indicated to be ekkehard year of 1008; 3) the plot of Poland is introduced into the itinerary of the last mission of both saints. In the plot of St Boniface, even in compiling hagiographical narratives of Western Europe (S. Szczygielski compiled G. Bucelin, and K. Andrzejowski compiled A. Ranbeck), Bosnia, which is absolutely foreign to the Baltic Sea Region is eliminated; 4) two saints that co-existed in hagiographic literature remained in liturgy where they acquired different
functions. St Bruno became the patron of the Kingdom of Poland, whereas Prussia’s apostle St Bruno was mentioned only in the dioceses of Varmia and Sambia; 5) in liturgy missions of both saints were related to the Baltic Sea Region. 6) The date of the most active readings of breviaries about St Bruno presented by W. Nowak is to be corrected from 1710 to 1676; 7) all three traditions of knowledge of the Saint found their place in Prussian writings. St Bruno who died in Prussia in 1008 functioned together with a characteristic tradition of doubling the saint, to whom the legend of the brother’s nine children taken over from the Querfurt tradition (whose variant was used the narrative of Meinhard, the Master of the Order that appeared near Querfurt) was applied, as well as St Boniface tortured in Russia described by Peter Damiani; 8) In the second half of the 17th century Ch. Hartknoch related these saints to Prussia even more: St Bruno of Querfurt was related to Braunsberg and for the first time a more detailed locus martyrrii was presented – the Galindians or the Sudovians, St Boniface’s mission was also related to Prussia by introducing the factor of overhearing the wrong place of the death (Russia was written down instead of Prussia).

6. Controversies of historiography: 1) in the 19th century, alongside the prevailing eastern direction of Prussian localisation, the northern (W. Pierson) and at the end of the century also the western direction (A. Kolberg) appear in historiography of the life and martyrdom of St Bruno; 2) The change of the year 1008 to the year 1009 and prevalence of the latter was purely technical and inert: having marked the year 1009 in the MGH publication (1839) of the Thietmar Chronicle that did not record the year of the death of St Bruno; 3) at the beginning of the 20th century, when commemorating the 900th anniversary of St Bruno’s death of a martyr, the conception of the geographical average appeared (H. G. Voigt). Geographical tops of the three sources – the Thietmar Chronicles, the Annals of Quedlinburg and Peter Damiani’s narrative – are summed up and the result obtained is the Yotvingians. This historiographic conception prevailed throughout the whole of the 20th century; 4) the turning point took place in the second half of the 20th century when J. Beniakas grouped the sources about the life and martyrdom of St Bruno into versions and
presented the possibility to localise the mission in Lithuania. This Quedlinburg conception was developed by Edvardas Gudavičius.

To analyse the sources about the life and death cycle of St Bruno, two problem issues are raised in the work – those of St Bruno of Qverfurt’s hagiographical legend and *locus et data martyrii* of this Saint.

7. The hagiographic legend of St Bruno of Qverfurt: 1) the versions of St Bruno of Qverfurt’s hagiographical legend are revealed in the 11th century narratives of Wipert and Peter Damian, as well as in the story of *Life and Martyrdom* of St Bruno that was formed later. The former is supplemented with the manuscript narrative of Dessau of the first half of the 15th century; 2) in the second half of the 11th century the Russian hagiographical version of St Bruno (which later formed the basis for the Comoldolese tradition) already existed in the erems of St Romuald in which the missions to the pagans were perceived as missions to the Slavic land (*ad S(c)lavoniam*). The narrative of wording of the Ademar of Chabannes Chronicles *Gamma* does not contradict to that; 3) *Liber gestorum* mentioned in *The Deeds of Archbishops of Magdeburg* (taking into consideration the structural analysis of A and B wordings of the texts of the *Deeds* about the life and martyrdom), is to be related only to the narrative of A wording at the times of Archbishop Tagin (in B wording it is moved to the times of Archbishop Adalbert), as well as to the narrative in *The Deeds of Archbishops of Halberstadt*. The latter (which has survived in the wording of the beginning of the 13th century) was influenced by the Thietmar of Merseburg and Frutolf / Ekkehard Chronicles in the 12th century; 4) the narrative near Archbishop Giselarius contained in B3 (B3a out of it) manuscript (1458–1464) of *The Deeds of Archbishops of Magdeburg* is to be regarded as interpolation and is a narrative of the story of *Life and Martyrdom* (Querfurt, Dessau manuscripts; 5) the stories of *Life and Martyrdom*, which survived in the manuscripts of the 15th and the 16th centuries, reflect the Hungarian version of the hagiographical legend that formed in the diocese of Halberstadt; its *Life* was influenced by Thietmar narrative, and the part of *Martyrdom* (its starts with the missionary’s visit to the Pope) considers taking over of the plot from Peter Damian’s *The Life of St Romuald*. It is
not only the plot of a fire but also the use of the name of St Boniface exclusively, ignoring the name of Bruno that allows us to see that. The Saint is called by the latter name only when inserting the date of the death taken over from the Thietmar Chronicle; 6) The narrative *Des Edeln Sente Bruns von Querfurte lebin* that has survived in the Dessau manuscripts (though supplemented with Querfurt plots) reflects more the original wording than that of the Querfurt manuscript *Vita et Pasio*. 7) Putting the Dessau manuscript into a scientific circulation confirms that fact that neither Zebeden nor Alstra is to be looked for in Lithuania.

8. Versions of *locus et data martyrii* of St Bruno: 1) When considering the issue of (in)credibility of localisation *in confinio* with the year 1009 of the Annals of Quedlinburg, attention is to be paid not only to the aspect of the late surviving manuscript of the 16th century (Lithuanian’s historiography) but also to the issue of reception of this source, as in case of the Thietmar Chronicle; 2) Having taken over the Annals of Quedlinburg and the Thietmar Chronicle in the sources of Magdeburg, in the middle of the 12th century the border of Prussia, Russia and Lithuania was compiled; 3) The supposition should be made that genealogy of St Bruno’s family contained in the sources of Magdeburg have an independent nature. It was supplemented when updating information. This is shown by a narrative in the Annalista Saxo chronicles of 1106 where a blank space is left for the name of the new buggraf of Magdeburg to be written in; 4) “*cum suis cum suis xxiiii*” written in the Annalista Saxo manuscript allows us to make the supposition that “*cum suis (sociis corr. T) suim&*” in the Thietmar Chronicle could have been read incorrectly as “*cum suis x*”, which would explain turning the escot of 18 into that 24 people; 5) when Frutolf of Michelsberg took over the Würzburg Chronicle in which the events were dated by indicating only the years of the rule of sovereigns, confusion occurs near the year 1000. The year of the rule of Henrik I are identified with the year 1001. In this way the Würzburg Chronicle VIII (=1009) with the news about St Bruno’s death became *Anno Dominicae Incarnationis Millesimo VIII* (=1008). And this mistake determined dating of the last mission of St Bruno 1008 for a long time.
Šis darbas skirtas šv. Brunonui Kverfurtiečiui ir paskutinei jo misijai 1009 metais, kuomet Kvedlinburgo analuose pirmą kartą paminėta Lietuva. Šis tyrimas (kaip pažymima disertacijos paantraštėje) yra išskirtinai šaltinotyrinio pobūdžio, todėl tyrimo objektas yra įvairūs brunonianos šaltiniai, pateikiantys skirtingas ir net prieštaragingas žinias apie šv. Brunoną Kverfurtietį, jo gyvenimą ir kankinišką mirtį. Šiuose šaltiniuose misionierius yra įvardijamas skirtingais vardais, vien vienalaikiuose ir juos recipavusiuose šaltiniuose pateikiamos bent septynios žūties vietos (locus martyrii) versijos, nurodoma ne viena žūties data (data martyrii).


Titmaro kronikos recepcijos klausimui Magdeburgo šaltiniuose (Anglisto Sakso kronika,
Magdeburgo analai ir Magdeburgo arkivyskupų darbai), kurie sukonstravo kompiliacinį
Prūsijos, Rusijos ir Lietuvos paribį. Toliau analizuojama Prūsijos su 1008 m. lokalizacija.
Čia aiškinamas, kaip Viurcburgo kronikos 1009-ieji Ekehardo / Frutolfo kronikoje virto
1008-aisiais.
IŠVADOS


Centurijose (1567); 2) abiejų šventųjų misijų paveikslas pasipildo naujomis interpretacijomis: šv. Bonifaco misijos vaizdinyje iš Damianio šv. Adalberto siužeto atsiranda Prūsija; šv. Brunono misijos liudijime (nežinant Kvedlinburgo analų) A. Wiono 1595 m. įvesta Lietuva dviejų šventųjų koegzistavimo laikotarpioje tampa vienu iš šventojo paskutinės misijos „geografinių taškų“; 3) akstiną sujungti du šventuosius į vieną davė šaltinių su „Brunonas Bonifacas“ atradimas ir publikavimas. Pirmasis tai padarė benediktinas Jeanas Mabillonas (1707), remdamasis Paryžiuje saugomu Analisto Sakso kronikos rankraščiu.


8. Šv. Brunono locus et data martyrii versijos: 1) Svarstant Kvedlinburgo analų lokalizacijos in confinio su 1009 metais (ne)patikimumo klausimą, kreiptinas dėmesys ne į išlikusio vėlyvo XVI a. rankraščio aspektą (Lietuvos istoriografija), o į šio šaltinio, kaip ir Titmaro kronikos, receptijos klausimą; 2) recipavus Kvedlinburgo analus ir Titmaro kroniką, susiformavo, kad Magdeburgo šaltiniuose XII a. vid. sukompiliuotas Prūsijos, Rusijos ir Lietuvos pasienis; 3) darytina prielaida, kad Magdeburgo šaltiniuose esanti šv. Brunono giminės genealogija turi savarankišką pobūdį. Ji buvo pildoma, atnaujinant informaciją. Tai rodo Analisto Sakso kronikos 1106 m. pasakojimas, kur rankraštyje paliekama tuščia vieta įrašyti naujojo Magdeburgo buggrafo vardą; 4) Analisto Sakso rankraštyje užrašytas „cum suis cum suis xxiiii“ leidžia kelti prielaidą, kad Titmaro kronikoje „cum suis (sociis corr. T) suim&lt;“ galėjo būti netaiseingai perskaitytas kaip „cum suis x“, kas paaiškintų 18 palydovų virtimą 24; 5) Frutolfui recipuoja ViuriBurgo kroniką, kurioje įvykiai datiøjami tik
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